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this 2005 book describes in much detail both how and why franchising works it also analyses the economic tensions that contribute to
conflict in the franchisor franchisee relationship the treatment includes a great deal of empirical evidence on franchising its importance in
various segments of the economy the terms of franchise contracts and what we know about how all these have evolved over time
especially in the us market a good many myths are dispelled in the process the economic analysis of the franchisor franchisee relationship
begins with the observation that for franchisors franchising is a contractual alternative to vertical integration subsequently the tensions that
arise between a franchisor and its franchisees who in fact are owners of independent businesses are examined in turn in particular the
authors discuss issues related to product quality control tying arrangements pricing location and territories advertising and termination and
renewals australia has an enviable record for airline safety no one has ever died in an accident involving a commercial jet aircraft in
australia the reasons behind this have been the source of much speculation and theories tend to focus on issues related to the natural
environment and even luck however with human error being present in arguably 100 of aircraft accidents it seems reasonable that a good
safety record is at least partly the consequence of human intervention this text uses australian aviation as a case study of a safe system to
explore the interactions between the natural operational and human environments based on doctoral research including a major survey of
pilot and air traffic controller perceptions the book is unusual in that it looks at positive examples in safety rather than taking the traditional
reactive approach to safety deficiencies this book brings together examples of leading thinking and international practice in the rapidly
developing area of environmental management accounting ema the authors include academics and practitioners from industry and the
subjects covered range from individual company experiences with implementing ema to national experiences regarding the adoption and
diffusion of ema practices developed for test takers who need a refresher gmat foundations of math provides a user friendly review of basic
math concepts crucial for gmat success designed to be user friendly for all students gmat foundations of math provides easy to follow
explanations of fundamental math concepts step by step application of concepts to example problems 700 practice problems and 10
chapters purchase of this book includes one year of online access to the foundations of math homework banks with 400 extra practice
questions and detailed explanations not included in the book gmat foundations of math is an invaluable resource for any student who wants
to cement their understanding and build their basic math skills for the gmat preparing for your accuplacer math test looking for the best
prep book to help you ace the accuplacer math test accuplacer math full study guide which reflects the 2023 test guidelines contains
extensive exercises math problems sample accuplacer math questions and practice tests to help you hone your math skills overcome your
exam anxiety boost your confidence and do your best to succeed on the accuplacer math test this book reviews a handful of accuplacer
math topics and concepts such as fractions mixed numbers integers percent equations polynomials exponents radicals and more all topics
are simply and concisely explained allowing you to develop your mathematics skills two realistic accuplacer math practice tests that reflect
the format and question types on the accuplacer will help you check your exam readiness and identify where you need more practice
accuplacer math full study guide contains many exciting and unique features to help you prepare for your accuplacer math test including
content 100 aligned with the 2023 accuplacer test complete coverage of all accuplacer math concepts which you will be tested a beginner
friendly guide for all accuplacer math topics abundant math skills building exercises to help you approach unfamiliar question types 2 full
length accuplacer math practice tests featuring new questions with decisive answers and much more with accuplacer math full study guide
you can focus on rapidly improving your accuplacer math test scores it doesn t matter if you don t have a tutor as this comprehensive
accuplacer math study guide was designed for self study in mind however this book can also be used with a tutor or for classroom usage
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ideal for self study and classroom usage is your memory hierarchy stopping your microprocessor from performing at the high level it should
be memory systems cache dram disk shows you how to resolve this problem the book tells you everything you need to know about the
logical design and operation physical design and operation performance characteristics and resulting design trade offs and the energy
consumption of modern memory hierarchies you learn how to to tackle the challenging optimization problems that result from the side
effects that can appear at any point in the entire hierarchy as a result you will be able to design and emulate the entire memory hierarchy
understand all levels of the system hierarchy xcache dram and disk evaluate the system level effects of all design choices model
performance and energy consumption for each component in the memory hierarchy vols 34 include section waves and electrons
trigonometry 4th edition brings together all the elements that have allowed instructors and learners to successfully bridge the gap between
classroom instruction and independent homework by overcoming common learning barriers and building confidence in students ability to
do mathematics written in a clear voice that speaks to students and mirrors how instructors communicate in lecture young s hallmark
pedagogy enables students to become independent successful learners varied exercise types and modeling projects keep the learning fresh
and motivating young continues her tradition of fostering a love for succeeding in mathematics by introducing inquiry based learning
projects in this edition providing learners an opportunity to master the material with more freedom while reinforcing mathematical skills
and intuition oxford s best selling revision and practice books are renowned for their clear explanations and examples supported by a
wealth of practice exercises and past examination questions that build students confidence for the exams ahead building on the experience
of earlier best selling titles david rayner s new textbook provides valuable practice and challenging revision exercises for all students aiming
for higher grades at gcse up to date curriculum coverage new non calculator work in line with curriculum changes clear explanations and
worked examples numerous carefully constructed exercises and a section of ideas for longer investigations to encourage students to use
and apply the mathematics they have learnt practice exam questions numerical answers to all questions econometric modelling of world
shipping describes an economic model that may be used to forecast world shipping markets a unique feature of the model is that it relates
to both sectors of world shipping the dry cargo sector and the tanker sector this is the first time that a model of this type has been
published this book also breaks new ground in explaining the behaviour of vessel prices both new and secondhand special edition of the
federal register containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect with ancillaries this title was first published
in 2001 employing an interdisciplinary and comparative approach to equity in long term care this book addresses the fact that demographic
changes leading to ageing populations financial pressures and changes in traditional support systems have brought long term care and the
redesign of care systems to the top of the european social policy agenda despite the importance of this issue however the question of
equity in long term care has until now received relatively little attention in social policy research rather than focusing on theories of social
justice or the analysis of specific interpretations of equity this book develops key dimensions of equity choices in a framework for
systematic comparative analysis this tool is then used to investigate long term care policies in europe exploring equity choices in both the
provision and the finance of long term care these choices are discussed comparatively with regard to the implications for the various actors
and are also contrasted with basic welfare state objectives this book represents an important addition to comparative research into several
key areas of welfare and welfare state design it explores the division of responsibilities in long term care systems between the public and
private and formal and informal sectors the relationships between different welfare state objectives the different types of welfare state
intervention and the principles and choices surrounding the allocation of resources and burdens the worldwide shift from coal to oil based
technology was devastating for many local communities energy transition and the local community is the story of one such community
hazleton pennsylvania hazleton s economy dependent solely on the mining of surrounding beds of anthracite coal was destroyed by the
changeover to oil yet hazleton when confronted with a catastrophic recession and a declining population organized to attract new industry
and eventually saw its local economy revitalized local communities are deeply affected whenever new forms of energy are exploited and
older forms abandoned those communities however are almost uniformly ignored in ecological environmental and policy statements dan
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rose a specialist in the emerging science of human ecology observes how energy linked world economic fluctuations directly affect local
economies by merging theory with actual data from small communities rose is able to demonstrate how the decreasing availability of
petroleum is pushing developed countries exemplified by the community of hazleton pennsylvania into a new wave of recession hazleton as
an example offers hope using this community s experience to build a model rose defines both the vulnerability and the strength of local
populations whose fortunes rest with the energy economy of the world a working knowledge of this model will contribute to our
understanding of human adaptation and help national and local leaders cope with an imminent energy changeover regardless of where we
live the management of the public sector impacts on our lives hence we all have an interest one way or another in the achievement of
efficiency and productivity improvements in the activities of the public sector for a government agency that provides a public service
striving for unreasonable benchmark targets for efficiency may lead to a deterioration of service quality along with an increase in stress and
job dissatisfaction for public sector employees slack performance targets may lead to gross inefficiency poor quality of service and low self
esteem for employees in the case of regulation inappropriate policies can lead to unprecedented disasters examples include the decimation
of fish stocks through mismanagement of fisheries and power blackouts through inappropriate restrictions on electricity generators and
distributors efficient taxation policies minimise the tax bill for citizens in all of these cases efficient management is required although it is
often unclear how to assess this efficiency in this volume several authors consider various aspects and contexts of performance
measurement hence this volume represents a unique collection of advances in efficiency assessment for the public sector by leading
researchers in the field efficiency in the public sector is divided into two sections the first is titled issues in public sector efficiency
evaluation and comprises of chapters 1 4 the second section is titled efficiency analysis in the public sector advances in theory and practice
this division is somewhat arbitrary in the sense there are significant overlapping themes in both sections however it serves to separate
chapters that can be characterised as dealing with broader issues section i from chapters that can be characterised as focusing on specific
theoretical problems and empirical cases section ii climate change related natural disasters pose serious threats and risks to livelihoods of
fishermen and women as well as to food security in the caribbean to respond to these threats and risks the fao the department of state of
the united states of america and the world bank introduced an initiative on climate risk insurance for the caribbean fisheries sector as part
of a global initiative on blue growth in support of this initiative a survey was conducted to identify fisheries assets that could be insured
value these assets identify climate smart fisheries investments and practices and carry out an insurance needs and demand survey this
circular presents survey findings from antigua and barbuda barbados grenada st lucia st kitts and nevis and st vincent and the grenadines
some of the key findings are that 97 percent of the fishing vessels and fishing assets were not insured while in each of the caricom
countries there is at least one local insurer offering marine insurance 83 percent of the fishers would purchase insurance coverage for their
vessels if it would be more affordable only 17 percent of the fishers had a health insurance and 20 percent had an life insurance policy
moreover more than one third of the fishers would be interested to invest in safe harbor anchorage haul out and vessel storage facilities
including installation of bumper rails on piers and the use of fenders on boats and piers if this would reduce insurance premiums based on
the findings of the insurance demand survey an organizational arrangement for a caribbean fisheries risk insurance facility cfrif was
developed presented at various regional fora and shared with interested stakeholders the discrete logarithm problem based on elliptic and
hyperelliptic curves has gained a lot of popularity as a cryptographic primitive the main reason is that no subexponential algorithm for
computing discrete logarithms on small genus curves is currently available except in very special cases therefore curve based
cryptosystems require much smaller key sizes than rsa to attain the same security level this makes them particularly attractive for
implementations on memory restricted devices like smart cards and in high security applications the handbook of elliptic and hyperelliptic
curve cryptography introduces the theory and algorithms involved in curve based cryptography after a very detailed exposition of the
mathematical background it provides ready to implement algorithms for the group operations and computation of pairings it explores
methods for point counting and constructing curves with the complex multiplication method and provides the algorithms in an explicit
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manner it also surveys generic methods to compute discrete logarithms and details index calculus methods for hyperelliptic curves for
some special curves the discrete logarithm problem can be transferred to an easier one the consequences are explained and suggestions
for good choices are given the authors present applications to protocols for discrete logarithm based systems including bilinear structures
and explain the use of elliptic and hyperelliptic curves in factorization and primality proving two chapters explore their design and efficient
implementations in smart cards practical and theoretical aspects of side channel attacks and countermeasures and a chapter devoted to
pseudo random number generation round off the exposition the broad coverage of all important areas makes this book a complete
handbook of elliptic and hyperelliptic curve cryptography and an invaluable reference to anyone interested in this exciting field this report
presents the new excavations at combe capelle bas a middle paleolithic site in southern france the site is situated directly on a source of
good quality flint and recent theories suggest that such a setting may have certain predictable effects on the lithic industries these effects
and others relating to current models of raw material procurement and use are discussed this book will appeal to anyone interested in
paleolithic archaeology lithic analysis raw material use and site formation and taphonomy university museum monograph 91 the author
begins by describing the classic von neumann architecture and then presents in detail a number of performance models and evaluation
techniques he goes on to cover user instruction set design including risc architecture a unique feature of the book is its memory centric
approach memory systems are discussed before processor implementations the author also deals with pipelined processors input output
techniques queuing modes and extended instruction set architectures each topic is illustrated with reference to actual ibm and intel
architectures jacket
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this 2005 book describes in much detail both how and why franchising works it also analyses the economic tensions that contribute to
conflict in the franchisor franchisee relationship the treatment includes a great deal of empirical evidence on franchising its importance in
various segments of the economy the terms of franchise contracts and what we know about how all these have evolved over time
especially in the us market a good many myths are dispelled in the process the economic analysis of the franchisor franchisee relationship
begins with the observation that for franchisors franchising is a contractual alternative to vertical integration subsequently the tensions that
arise between a franchisor and its franchisees who in fact are owners of independent businesses are examined in turn in particular the
authors discuss issues related to product quality control tying arrangements pricing location and territories advertising and termination and
renewals
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australia has an enviable record for airline safety no one has ever died in an accident involving a commercial jet aircraft in australia the
reasons behind this have been the source of much speculation and theories tend to focus on issues related to the natural environment and
even luck however with human error being present in arguably 100 of aircraft accidents it seems reasonable that a good safety record is at
least partly the consequence of human intervention this text uses australian aviation as a case study of a safe system to explore the
interactions between the natural operational and human environments based on doctoral research including a major survey of pilot and air
traffic controller perceptions the book is unusual in that it looks at positive examples in safety rather than taking the traditional reactive
approach to safety deficiencies
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this book brings together examples of leading thinking and international practice in the rapidly developing area of environmental
management accounting ema the authors include academics and practitioners from industry and the subjects covered range from
individual company experiences with implementing ema to national experiences regarding the adoption and diffusion of ema practices
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developed for test takers who need a refresher gmat foundations of math provides a user friendly review of basic math concepts crucial for



gmat success designed to be user friendly for all students gmat foundations of math provides easy to follow explanations of fundamental
math concepts step by step application of concepts to example problems 700 practice problems and 10 chapters purchase of this book
includes one year of online access to the foundations of math homework banks with 400 extra practice questions and detailed explanations
not included in the book gmat foundations of math is an invaluable resource for any student who wants to cement their understanding and
build their basic math skills for the gmat
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2017-03-02

preparing for your accuplacer math test looking for the best prep book to help you ace the accuplacer math test accuplacer math full study
guide which reflects the 2023 test guidelines contains extensive exercises math problems sample accuplacer math questions and practice
tests to help you hone your math skills overcome your exam anxiety boost your confidence and do your best to succeed on the accuplacer
math test this book reviews a handful of accuplacer math topics and concepts such as fractions mixed numbers integers percent equations
polynomials exponents radicals and more all topics are simply and concisely explained allowing you to develop your mathematics skills two
realistic accuplacer math practice tests that reflect the format and question types on the accuplacer will help you check your exam
readiness and identify where you need more practice accuplacer math full study guide contains many exciting and unique features to help
you prepare for your accuplacer math test including content 100 aligned with the 2023 accuplacer test complete coverage of all accuplacer
math concepts which you will be tested a beginner friendly guide for all accuplacer math topics abundant math skills building exercises to
help you approach unfamiliar question types 2 full length accuplacer math practice tests featuring new questions with decisive answers and
much more with accuplacer math full study guide you can focus on rapidly improving your accuplacer math test scores it doesn t matter if
you don t have a tutor as this comprehensive accuplacer math study guide was designed for self study in mind however this book can also
be used with a tutor or for classroom usage ideal for self study and classroom usage

A System of Practical Mathematics; to which are Annexed Accurate Tables of
Logarithms, with Explanations and Examples of Their Construction and Use ... Fifth
Edition
1852

is your memory hierarchy stopping your microprocessor from performing at the high level it should be memory systems cache dram disk
shows you how to resolve this problem the book tells you everything you need to know about the logical design and operation physical
design and operation performance characteristics and resulting design trade offs and the energy consumption of modern memory
hierarchies you learn how to to tackle the challenging optimization problems that result from the side effects that can appear at any point in
the entire hierarchy as a result you will be able to design and emulate the entire memory hierarchy understand all levels of the system
hierarchy xcache dram and disk evaluate the system level effects of all design choices model performance and energy consumption for
each component in the memory hierarchy
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Surveying improved ... The fifth edition, with additions; ... To which is now added,
Geodesia accurata ... also A New Essay upon Solids ... By William Hume, Philomath
1762

trigonometry 4th edition brings together all the elements that have allowed instructors and learners to successfully bridge the gap between
classroom instruction and independent homework by overcoming common learning barriers and building confidence in students ability to
do mathematics written in a clear voice that speaks to students and mirrors how instructors communicate in lecture young s hallmark
pedagogy enables students to become independent successful learners varied exercise types and modeling projects keep the learning fresh
and motivating young continues her tradition of fostering a love for succeeding in mathematics by introducing inquiry based learning
projects in this edition providing learners an opportunity to master the material with more freedom while reinforcing mathematical skills
and intuition
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oxford s best selling revision and practice books are renowned for their clear explanations and examples supported by a wealth of practice
exercises and past examination questions that build students confidence for the exams ahead building on the experience of earlier best
selling titles david rayner s new textbook provides valuable practice and challenging revision exercises for all students aiming for higher
grades at gcse up to date curriculum coverage new non calculator work in line with curriculum changes clear explanations and worked
examples numerous carefully constructed exercises and a section of ideas for longer investigations to encourage students to use and apply
the mathematics they have learnt practice exam questions numerical answers to all questions

Specifications of Inventions...
1854

econometric modelling of world shipping describes an economic model that may be used to forecast world shipping markets a unique
feature of the model is that it relates to both sectors of world shipping the dry cargo sector and the tanker sector this is the first time that a
model of this type has been published this book also breaks new ground in explaining the behaviour of vessel prices both new and
secondhand
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special edition of the federal register containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect with ancillaries
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this title was first published in 2001 employing an interdisciplinary and comparative approach to equity in long term care this book
addresses the fact that demographic changes leading to ageing populations financial pressures and changes in traditional support systems
have brought long term care and the redesign of care systems to the top of the european social policy agenda despite the importance of
this issue however the question of equity in long term care has until now received relatively little attention in social policy research rather
than focusing on theories of social justice or the analysis of specific interpretations of equity this book develops key dimensions of equity
choices in a framework for systematic comparative analysis this tool is then used to investigate long term care policies in europe exploring
equity choices in both the provision and the finance of long term care these choices are discussed comparatively with regard to the
implications for the various actors and are also contrasted with basic welfare state objectives this book represents an important addition to
comparative research into several key areas of welfare and welfare state design it explores the division of responsibilities in long term care
systems between the public and private and formal and informal sectors the relationships between different welfare state objectives the
different types of welfare state intervention and the principles and choices surrounding the allocation of resources and burdens
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the worldwide shift from coal to oil based technology was devastating for many local communities energy transition and the local
community is the story of one such community hazleton pennsylvania hazleton s economy dependent solely on the mining of surrounding
beds of anthracite coal was destroyed by the changeover to oil yet hazleton when confronted with a catastrophic recession and a declining
population organized to attract new industry and eventually saw its local economy revitalized local communities are deeply affected
whenever new forms of energy are exploited and older forms abandoned those communities however are almost uniformly ignored in
ecological environmental and policy statements dan rose a specialist in the emerging science of human ecology observes how energy
linked world economic fluctuations directly affect local economies by merging theory with actual data from small communities rose is able
to demonstrate how the decreasing availability of petroleum is pushing developed countries exemplified by the community of hazleton
pennsylvania into a new wave of recession hazleton as an example offers hope using this community s experience to build a model rose
defines both the vulnerability and the strength of local populations whose fortunes rest with the energy economy of the world a working
knowledge of this model will contribute to our understanding of human adaptation and help national and local leaders cope with an
imminent energy changeover
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regardless of where we live the management of the public sector impacts on our lives hence we all have an interest one way or another in
the achievement of efficiency and productivity improvements in the activities of the public sector for a government agency that provides a
public service striving for unreasonable benchmark targets for efficiency may lead to a deterioration of service quality along with an
increase in stress and job dissatisfaction for public sector employees slack performance targets may lead to gross inefficiency poor quality
of service and low self esteem for employees in the case of regulation inappropriate policies can lead to unprecedented disasters examples
include the decimation of fish stocks through mismanagement of fisheries and power blackouts through inappropriate restrictions on
electricity generators and distributors efficient taxation policies minimise the tax bill for citizens in all of these cases efficient management
is required although it is often unclear how to assess this efficiency in this volume several authors consider various aspects and contexts of
performance measurement hence this volume represents a unique collection of advances in efficiency assessment for the public sector by
leading researchers in the field efficiency in the public sector is divided into two sections the first is titled issues in public sector efficiency
evaluation and comprises of chapters 1 4 the second section is titled efficiency analysis in the public sector advances in theory and practice
this division is somewhat arbitrary in the sense there are significant overlapping themes in both sections however it serves to separate
chapters that can be characterised as dealing with broader issues section i from chapters that can be characterised as focusing on specific
theoretical problems and empirical cases section ii
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climate change related natural disasters pose serious threats and risks to livelihoods of fishermen and women as well as to food security in
the caribbean to respond to these threats and risks the fao the department of state of the united states of america and the world bank
introduced an initiative on climate risk insurance for the caribbean fisheries sector as part of a global initiative on blue growth in support of
this initiative a survey was conducted to identify fisheries assets that could be insured value these assets identify climate smart fisheries
investments and practices and carry out an insurance needs and demand survey this circular presents survey findings from antigua and
barbuda barbados grenada st lucia st kitts and nevis and st vincent and the grenadines some of the key findings are that 97 percent of the
fishing vessels and fishing assets were not insured while in each of the caricom countries there is at least one local insurer offering marine
insurance 83 percent of the fishers would purchase insurance coverage for their vessels if it would be more affordable only 17 percent of
the fishers had a health insurance and 20 percent had an life insurance policy moreover more than one third of the fishers would be
interested to invest in safe harbor anchorage haul out and vessel storage facilities including installation of bumper rails on piers and the use
of fenders on boats and piers if this would reduce insurance premiums based on the findings of the insurance demand survey an
organizational arrangement for a caribbean fisheries risk insurance facility cfrif was developed presented at various regional fora and
shared with interested stakeholders
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the discrete logarithm problem based on elliptic and hyperelliptic curves has gained a lot of popularity as a cryptographic primitive the main
reason is that no subexponential algorithm for computing discrete logarithms on small genus curves is currently available except in very
special cases therefore curve based cryptosystems require much smaller key sizes than rsa to attain the same security level this makes
them particularly attractive for implementations on memory restricted devices like smart cards and in high security applications the
handbook of elliptic and hyperelliptic curve cryptography introduces the theory and algorithms involved in curve based cryptography after a
very detailed exposition of the mathematical background it provides ready to implement algorithms for the group operations and
computation of pairings it explores methods for point counting and constructing curves with the complex multiplication method and
provides the algorithms in an explicit manner it also surveys generic methods to compute discrete logarithms and details index calculus
methods for hyperelliptic curves for some special curves the discrete logarithm problem can be transferred to an easier one the
consequences are explained and suggestions for good choices are given the authors present applications to protocols for discrete logarithm
based systems including bilinear structures and explain the use of elliptic and hyperelliptic curves in factorization and primality proving two
chapters explore their design and efficient implementations in smart cards practical and theoretical aspects of side channel attacks and
countermeasures and a chapter devoted to pseudo random number generation round off the exposition the broad coverage of all important
areas makes this book a complete handbook of elliptic and hyperelliptic curve cryptography and an invaluable reference to anyone
interested in this exciting field
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this report presents the new excavations at combe capelle bas a middle paleolithic site in southern france the site is situated directly on a
source of good quality flint and recent theories suggest that such a setting may have certain predictable effects on the lithic industries
these effects and others relating to current models of raw material procurement and use are discussed this book will appeal to anyone
interested in paleolithic archaeology lithic analysis raw material use and site formation and taphonomy university museum monograph 91
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1879

the author begins by describing the classic von neumann architecture and then presents in detail a number of performance models and
evaluation techniques he goes on to cover user instruction set design including risc architecture a unique feature of the book is its memory
centric approach memory systems are discussed before processor implementations the author also deals with pipelined processors input
output techniques queuing modes and extended instruction set architectures each topic is illustrated with reference to actual ibm and intel
architectures jacket
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